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Der Fette Bulle
"Burger Like No Other"

by Eaters Collective on
Unsplash on Unsplash

+49 69 9075 7004

At the Der Fette Bulle, or The Fat Bull, burgers take center stage. This
restaurant is very popular in the area for its authentic burgers, grilled
plates, and the choice of beers on the menu. Juicy and succulent patty in
the center makes way for fresh ingredients, tasty sauces, and fresh buns
to give you a punch of flavor in every bite. They have many other options
on the menu as well, and all the burgers are made from pure beef. The
tables are large and there is plenty of space for larger groups.
derfettebulle.de/

mail@derfettebulle.de

Kaiserstraße 73, Frankfurt
am Main

Ranch & Sea
"Tasty American Treats"
Ranch & Sea offers beautifully cooked juicy steaks that can be had with a
variety of sides. Their specialities include dishes that combine steak with
the delicate flavour of truffles or the bold one of blue cheese. Mustard or
pepper sauce can be added to amp up the taste. The restaurant also
offers a vast list of wines that come from all over the world.
by Engin_Akyurt

+49 69 7140 2828

www.ranchandsea.de/

info@ranchandsea.de

Liebigstraße 13, Frankfurt
am Main

Block House
"Delicious Steaks"

by Hanxiao on Unsplash

+49 69 72 3939

Block House is a name reckoned for their succulent steaks since 1968 and
has over 42 restaurants all over Europe. This one in Westend which is
close to Bockenheimer Landstraße has been wowing locals since 1989.
The warm ambiance and great food has been a winning combination for
the steakhouse. Their expansive terrace offers a lovely alfresco dining
experience. Their menu features a variety of crisp salads, their pièce de
résistance baked potatoes and their delicious steaks. Accompany it with
wine to enjoy the hearty meal. So if you are a steaks lover, then Block
House is a great option for you.
www.block-house.de/

online@block-house.de

Heroes Premium Burger
"Delish Homemade Burgers!"

by Robin Stickle

What do Superhero, Texas Ranger, Spicy Juan, Fat Joe, Luigi and Rusty
have in common? Well, these are the names of some of the incredible
burgers in Heroes Premium Burger, the wonder burger shop that has been
delighting locals and tourists alike. There are also veggie burgers for all
those vegetarian burger fans, which are tasty as well. You can munch on
these tasty bites while sitting on their outdoor patio and think of nothing
but the deliciousness of these fresh buns and fab fillings. Everything is
homemade and is absolutely fresh so that the taste is not compromised.

Wiesenau 1, Frankfurt am
Main

+49 69 8477 3735

www.heroes-burgers.de/

info@heroes-burgers.de

Leibnizstraße 13, Frankfurt
am Main
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